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The Insurance Law Digest serves as a summary of the insurance laws for the state of Rhode Island. Our aim is to provide a reference source that covers some of the general insurance principles in leading case decisions. Topics covered in this digest include:

CIVIL JUDICIAL SYSTEM       FIRE INSURANCE
ACCIDENT AND HEALTH INSURANCE FRAUD
ACCIDENTAL MEANS             GUEST CASES
ADJUSTERS                    HOSPITALS
AGE                         HUSBAND AND WIFE
AGENTS AND BROKERS           INFANTS
ARBITRATION                  INLAND MARINE
ASSIGNMENT                  LIABILITY INSURANCE
ATTORNEYS                    LIMITATION OF TIME FOR COMMENCEMENT OF ACTION
AUTOMOBILES                 MALPRACTICE
AVIATION                     NEGLIGENCE
BROKERS                     PENALTY AND ATTORNEY FEES
BURGLARY INSURANCE           PRODUCTS LIABILITY
CANCELLATION                 RELEASE
CHATTEL MORTGAGE             REPRESENTATIONS AND WARRANTIES
CONSTRUCTION OF POLICY       SERVICE OF PROCESS
CONTRIBUTION                 SUBROGATION
DAMAGES                     THEFT INSURANCE
DEATH                       WAIVER AND ESTOPPEL
DISABILITY                  WARRANTIES
FINANCIAL RESPONSIBILITY LAW WORKERS’ COMPENSATION
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